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Overview

Microgrids show great promise as a resilience resource to provide non-discontinuous service to critical end-use loads during extreme events. They are also essential in facilitating greater renewable energy penetration, optimizing resource mix, and decarbonizing the power grid. Some challenges include the uncertainty of renewable-interfaced DERs, the infrastructural needs of communication systems, control systems architecture, and regulatory barriers. This talk will provide an exploration of resilient microgrid applications in two parts. The first part will focus on PNNL efforts in assessing resilient microgrid operations and controls by elaborating on (a) the DOE microgrids program for examining the dynamic modeling and simulation of networked microgrids for resilient port operations, (b) Citadels project and the use of consensus algorithms for distributed operation of networked microgrids, and (c) the Duke Resilient Distribution System project and the coordinated operations of centralized and distributed control systems to integrate higher penetrations of DER. The second part looks at a communication-assisted microgrid application where the communication systems degradation in the form of loss or high latency can cause maloperation and reduce resiliency. The HELICS co-simulation framework to evaluate cyber-physical interdependencies of the microgrid and a delay-tolerant control algorithm using Dynamic Mode Decomposition will be demonstrated.
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